THIS PRODUCT MEETS THE AMENDED CPSC STANDARD FOR FLAME RESISTANCE AND CORROSIVENESS OF CELLULOSE INSULATION.

Min Net Wt 28.5 LBS

18332 Hideaway Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28278-8610

CLASS 1 or CLASS A BUILDING MATERIAL DETERMINED BY ASTM E 84 FOR SMOKE DEVELOPED INDEX LESS THAN 450. MEETS ASTM C 739 AND ALL FHA, VA AND HUD BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS.

Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal. Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container.

If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.

If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency or 1-800-CLEANUP for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

CAUTION TO HELP AVOID FIRE: KEEP CELLULOSE INSULATION AT LEAST THREE INCHES AWAY FROM THE SIDES OF RECESSED LIGHT FIXTURES. DO NOT PLACE INSULATION OVER SUCH FIXTURES SO AS TO ENTRAP HEAT. ALSO KEEP THIS INSULATION AWAY FROM EXHAUST FLUES OF FURNACES, WATER HEATERS, SPACE HEATERS, OR OTHER HEAT-PRODUCING DEVICES. TO BE SURE THAT INSULATION IS KEPT AWAY FROM LIGHT FIXTURES AND FLUES, USE A BARRIER TO PERMANENTLY MAINTAIN CLEARANCE AROUND THESE AREAS. DO NOT INSTALL OR USE CELLULOSE INSULATION AROUND HEAT OR IGNITION SOURCES OR OPERATIONS SUCH AS WELDING, METAL CUTTING, GRINDING, OR OTHER POTENTIALLY FLAMMABLE SITUATIONS. CHECK WITH LOCAL BUILDING OR FIRE OFFICIALS FOR GUIDANCE ON INSTALLATION AND BARRIER REQUIREMENTS. REQUEST TO INSTALLER: REMOVE THIS LABEL AND GIVE IT TO THE CONSUMER AT COMPLETION OF JOB.
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